
TO COVER OR
NOT TO COVER:
How Digital Forensics Answers the Question 
and Shapes the Future of Cyber Insurance

“We thought we had been making the right security investments.  Then we 
had an incident and brought in Pondurance. They immediately proved their 
value and earned our trust due to their immense expertise and guidance 
throughout the entire process.  We simply wouldn‘t have been successful 
without them.“ 

-- Steve Long, CEO Hancock Health



Suppose an anonymous individual tricks you out of money 
and makes a clean getaway. There is zero chance you will 
learn his or her identity or see them brought to justice. You 
feel anger, fear and helplessness all at once. Worried about 
your reputation and bottom line, you realize an insurance 
policy might cover the incident and save the day. Racing 
through the claims process, it becomes clear that everything 
suddenly hinges on whether your money was “lost,” or 
“stolen.” “What’s the difference?” you think, “I’m the victim 
either way!” Now imagine this was a cybercrime incident and 
there is $6 million riding on the digital difference between 
“lost” and “stolen” - between whether an insurer pays or 
walks away. Everything comes down to proving a sequence 
of mouse clicks and lines of code at the crime scene. How 
prepared would you be to know with certainty what your 
insurance policy covers and prove what happened – while 
the clock is ticking? 

Welcome to the escalating stakes of cyber insurance, where 
digital threats like ransomware or a CFO’s hijacked e-mail 
account are upending decades of norms and assumptions 
when it comes to transferring risk.

Higher dispute stakes and hard data from 
ransomware and other attack trends show why 
digital forensics and incident response (DFIR) is 
the most important factor for effective claims and 
coverage.
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At Pondurance, our team’s experts work at the forefront of issues in this fast-
growing segment of the insurance sector. From 24x7 managed detection 
and response (MDR) and security advisory services, to digital forensics and 
ongoing assessments, our experts are embedded in policy negotiation, claims 
and recovery execution every step of the way. As critical as cyber insurance 
becomes for more organizations, particularly mid-market businesses, the 
noise and distraction of cyber risk headlines lead many to overlook factors 
ultimately determining the fate of their coverage and claims. 

Of these hidden factors, the crucial role of digital forensics and incident 
response (DFIR) experts and services is paramount. But what is DFIR? Why is 
it so crucial in the fast-moving world of cyber insurance? How do we raise this 
conversation among tight-knit C-Suite, operations, legal and other stakeholders 
guiding corporate insurance moves? On the following pages Pondurance 
experts’ experiences, firsthand data and predictions provide context and a 
roadmap for executive action.

One person’s “Wild West” is another’s “emerging market”
The $6 million getaway example in our introduction was a closely-watched 
breach of contract lawsuit that a financial technology vendor levied against 
its insurer. As detailed in CPO Magazine, the vendor was involved in “a major 
cyber incident in which Chinese hackers managed to dupe the company out 
of $5.9 million. Spoof e-mails purporting to come from one of the company’s 
clients instructed the company to make six wire transfers to an unknown 
bank account holder in Hong Kong.” The attack employed what cybersecurity 
experts call a “business e-mail compromise” (BEC) scam, using e-mail 
channels to impersonate and direct official business.

Following the incident, the vendor filed a claim with its insurance provider 
seeking to recover the funds fraudsters illegally obtained, but the insurance 
provider resisted – in short, essentially citing an exclusion in its policy 
for criminal acts. Legal arguments turned on the definitions of loss, theft 
regarding the attacker’s modus operandi, and how this M.O. compared to the 
vendor’s internal controls. The litigation continued, with CyberScoop later 
reporting a judge in the Southern District of New York ruled the insurer had 
to cover the stolen funds.

Nothing is an outlier in high-profile, cautionary tales like this. If this corner of the 
otherwise familiar insurance industry feels chaotic, it is because cybercrime 
is on a tear and its victims are too often learning (and proving) what kind of 
applicable coverage they have and what type of malicious incident occurred. 
Insurance purchasers and providers alike have since become much more 
specific in inclusions and exclusions in policies, including specific cyber 
security policy riders.
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Extortion and lies: Inside cyber insurance’s biggest catalysts
Insurance is necessary to mitigate scores of financial, regulatory, 
reputational and other costs cyber risks inflict on companies. 
However, our firsthand experience across industry sectors shows 
patterns in specific attack techniques increasingly coming up in 
insurance conversations.

BEC scams alone are staggeringly common and effective. Between 
January 2014 and October 2019, the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint 
Center (IC3) received complaints totaling more than $2.1 billion in 
BEC losses. The ability to hijack an authentic executive e-mail 
account, or create a fake message close enough to fool a 
distracted employee, makes anyone a well-armed robber with a 
means to pull off a heist and sow confusion in their wake because 
BEC scams blur the lines between traditional, digital “break-ins” 
and fraud. 

It’s one thing if an attacker evades layers of defenses intruding 
into your perimeter, but what if they just impersonate the boss 
via e-mail or social media instead, to the same end? How much 
are companies’ policies, security controls - and thus insurance 
footing – premised on the former scenario, versus the latter? 
This is an urgent area we help customers study, to keep claims 
and coverage from resting on dated thinking or assumptions.

Another massive cyber insurance catalyst hard to overstate is 
ransomware. Ransomware is a simple, accessible cybercrime 
enterprise for individuals to launch and operate and is highly 
adaptive. For example, adversaries behind ransomware variants 
like Ryuk, Sodinokibi and Maze show lucrative sophistication 
in how they ratchet-up extortion while offering to “settle the 
matter” of ransom payment in terms and tone usually seen 
in business negotiations. Maze pioneered the extortion tactic 
of releasing ransomed files to the public, as a taste of a data 
breach threatened if ransoms are not paid. 

While many ransomware campaigns can have the feel of scale 
and opportunism over strategy – target masses of people with 
one exploit and see what detonates – other schemes are more 
targeted. As Pondurance President and COO Dustin Hutchison 
described patterns of attacks against healthcare businesses, for 
HealthcareInfoSecurity, “A threat actor may view the compromise 
of one entity holding so much data as much more attractive 
than targeting each client organization, based on the effort 
versus reward.”

“A threat actor 
may view the 
compromise 
of one entity 
holding so much 
data as much 
more attractive 
than targeting 
each client 
organization, 
based on the 
effort versus 
reward.”

Dustin 
Hutchinson,
COO Pondurance
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DFIR teams exist to prevent a hall of mirrors from 
needlessly impeding response actions, execution 
of plans and supporting crucial processes that 
affect insurance claims and other dependencies. 
Whether at the first subtle signs of suspicious 
network activity, or the rapid physical disruption 
of commerce, transportation and healthcare - as 
in the case of the NotPetya ransomware – DFIR 
teams deploy at a moment’s notice to intercept 
attacks, save precious electronic evidence, 
perform damage control and determine what is 
necessary for secure restoration. Importantly, they 
may have to do these steps simultaneously or in 
very specific order to best-serve the victim, whose 
industry might also have norms about calling in 
law enforcement, notifying regulators or sharing 
intelligence with peers.

It is no surprise then, that DFIR roles and 
relationships determine cyber insurance’s current 
stakes and foreseeable future. Did you know that 
according to Society Insurance, 51% of cyber claim 
costs were associated with IT forensics in 2018? 
If you do not have sufficient DFIR experts and 
resources in place before an incident happens, you 
can easily end up paying more for remediation in 
the end – without the advantages these experts 
and experience could have delivered beforehand, 
and along the way. 

Between incidents and particularly when 
insurance policies are being acquired and updated, 
Pondurance combines veteran DFIR insights with 
advisors eyes to proactively examine customers’ 
posture and preparedness.

Adding to the stress of ransomware’s business 
impact is its attackers’ inherently lingering, real-
time nature. Unlike attacks that might steal or 
expose sensitive data, before vanishing and leaving 
those files intact, ransomware thrusts companies 
in a stressful race against the clock. Administrators 
and incident responders must rapidly determine 
how many affected systems are ransomed, what 
type of malicious program is being used to hold 
files hostage and whether a company’s back-up 
and recovery capabilities are able to quietly restore 
files and operations – assuming they were not 
forcibly wiped or encrypted, too. 

Digital Forensics and Incident Response (DFIR) 
underpins everything
These situations prove that digital forensic and 
incident response capabilities and professionals 
responding to a cybersecurity incident shape 
the outcome of everything: Determining what 
happened, the extent of damage, triaging what 
is known - and setting the pace for recovery. You 
cannot overstate how crucial this role is when 
seconds count. Minutes into a malicious outage, 
theft or ransomware attack without a solid DFIR 
staff and action plan, a “hall of mirrors” effect 
flattens IT and business leaders: “What happened? 
Are we sure? What do we preserve as evidence, or 
wipe to securely rebuild and restore? What do we 
escalate to legal or law enforcement’s attention? 
How do we alert and brief the executive and 
communications teams?”

“51% of cyber claim costs 
were associated with IT 
forensics in 2018.“
-- Society Insurance
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Know what’s covered - and what isn’t 
It is crucial to know your insurance policies’ coverage and limits before a 
cyber incident happens, because uncertainty here can cost a great deal in 
response time and financial losses. While digital risks apply to nearly every 
facet of business today, insurance sold to cover common business risk 
does not always cover their “cyber” equivalents. As a 2020 report from the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) notes, 
“Much of the variation in coverage results from differences in definitions, 
conditions and exclusions as policies have evolved very quickly, hindering 
the emergence of standardised language.” 

“It is common for a company to call our team in for urgent incident response 
and not realize until halfway through the engagement whether they actually 
have applicable cyber coverage, because there may be confusion about 
what different corporate policies cover - or the executive responsible for 
insurance might be on leave at the time,” explains Pondurance Co-Founder 
and CTO, Landon Lewis. “This is a classic example of why every company’s 
cross-functional crisis response team with members representing the 
C-Suite, operations, risk, legal, IT and other departments need to have a clear 
understanding of current insurance coverage beforehand.”

Getting a handle on business and technology forces
working in your attackers’ favor
“The circumstances of more remote employees, more third-party business 
partners and more non-traditional connected devices, like hospital, retail or 
building equipment increase blind spots and infiltration routes ransomware 
gangs rely on,” explains Pondurance Incident Response Lead and Senior 
Security Analyst, Max Henderson. “Even rigorous filtering of Web sites and 
e-mail attachments leaves widespread entry points for criminals to exploit.”

The same relentless forces changing where and how organizations operate 
and do business also lead companies to buy cyber insurance based on 
dangerously incomplete views of their true assets and risks, increasing 
costs and disputes. A single shift like moving e-mail, storage and other 
business-critical applications to the cloud has far-reaching ramifications. 
While moving to a cloud provider might significantly reduce the likelihood 
of performance outages, years’ worth of deployed security products may 
now no longer be able to protect data the same way. There will be a new 
imperative on making sure all cloud systems and workflows are configured 
and monitored correctly. Where do cloud and other service providers’ security 
and compliance responsibilities end, and their customers’ begin?
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To effectively visualize and manage your cyber insurance 
coverage needs, you need to take an objective, “data-first” 
approach to analyzing your business. Where does your critical 
data reside and travel today? Which non-traditional networked 
devices, new partners or regional offices does it touch? If 
entirely new parties are not handling your data, is information 
being stored in new locations and form factors internally that 
might make it more susceptible to theft or exposure? Traditional 
network maps and annual inventories of servers and laptops do 
not cut it anymore.

Pondurance takes the data-first philosophy, instead, into every 
security consultation, insurance assessment and advisory 
conversation any time customers launch M&A, modernization, 
pandemic response and other initiatives. Following the data 
is essential for dispelling assumptions and a false sense of 
security. Companies cannot afford to wait until a crisis happens 
to discover whether an incident is covered.

What real-world incidents reveal about the future
Pondurance has years of extensive, firsthand cyber insurance 
experience from handling digital forensics and incident 
response (DFIR) cases with insurance implications and helping 
customers assess and update their policy coverage. Reviewing 
25 recent incident cases, Pondurance’s assessment and incident 
response veterans report the following trends and predictions.
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Pondurance’s extensive data reveal:
 » Ransomware actors’ typical dwell time within a network lasts 

5 to 20 days, prior to the actual malicious encryption of the 
network – giving alert organizations crucial windows to act, in 
time.

 » Many organizations fail to realize that ransomware actors set 
up multiple points of backdoor access into a victim network, 
which can survive defenders’ recovery efforts. Failing to 
properly determine the origin of a compromise leaves systems 
susceptible to attackers’ re-entry and re-encryption.

 » Ransomware actors primarily enter networks through 
malicious attachments in phishing e-mails, but also heavily 
rely on exploiting vulnerable assets and victims’ supply chains, 
including third-parties like managed service providers (MSP).

 » Most ransom payments result from attacked organizations’ 
inability to rapidly restore victim machines. Moreover, 
sometimes system back-ups are intact - but cannot be quickly 
or efficiently deployed in time to avert prohibitive downtime 
and disruption.

 » Hijacked accounts employed in Business E-mail Compromise 
(BEC) attacks often persist for anywhere between 7 and 90 
days, with notable financial impacts. BEC scams are often 
not discovered until a legitimate vendor notifies the victim 
organization of an overdue payment, or employees realize they 
are not receiving payroll, because someone has redirected 
direct deposit configurations.

 » Even when organizations correctly identify and partially or 
even fully eradicate a piece of malware, such as Qakbot, they 
can fail to understand the malware’s role in possibly other 
attacks, in-progress. For example, Pondurance has observed 
multi-function malware associated with ransomware function 
as a banking Trojan instead, letting criminals gain unauthorized 
bank account access. 

 » Across all incidents, Pondurance frequently finds that 
companies both fail to centralize audit logs and fail to properly 
configure auditing to capture information essential for 
answering pivotal regulatory and legal questions arising from 
compromises.
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Pondurance predicts:
 » Prominent ransomware groups will continue to operate effectively and 

efficiently as they stay up to date with the latest vulnerabilities and defensive 
mechanism bypasses.

 » BEC campaigns will continue to abuse e-mail applications for widespread 
financial fraud. 

 » Higher percentages of remote workers will complicate forensics efforts for 
both eradicating backdoor access as well as understanding the full extent 
of network access.

 » While there are many ways to penetrate a network and customer systems, and 
Ransomware can propoate via any administrative rights, the compromise of 
the Domain Controller continues to be the most effective way to distribute 
ransomware by a threat actor.

With insurance in place, spot early signs of attack
The best way to avoid the wrenching decision of whether to ever pay ransom 
or other extortion demands is to never face them, in the first place. Contact 
us if you witness any of these behaviors in your organization:

 » Suspicious machine-to-machine communications: Attackers rely on 
unpatched versions of Microsoft Windows, device mis-configurations and 
other endpoint vulnerabilities to rapidly exploit many networked machines 
at once. For example, the “EternalBlue” exploit taking advantage of a Microsoft 
Server Message Block (SMB) vulnerability propelled high-profile attacks like 
WannaCry. Patching these known vulnerabilities is a must, but networks 
should also be monitored for attempts to exploit attack vectors like SMB, 
hidden in the noise of everyday traffic.

 » Anomalous mapping activity: In physical and cybercrime alike, robbers 
study the victim carefully to learn “where” valuables are stored, “how” they 
are secured and “what” defenders’ response times look like, once an alarm 
or getaway is in progress. For ransomware operators, this means gaining 
entry to a victim’s network and quietly casing connected offices, networked 
equipment and cloud or back-end infrastructure to determine where to most 
effectively seed hijacking malware and sabotage back-up mechanisms. 
This necessary step, often requiring days, affords defenders extra time to 
spot precursor activity and expel intruders, if telltale reconnaissance signs 
are spotted quickly. 

The best way to avoid the wrenching decision of 
whether to ever pay ransom or other extortion 
demands is to never face them, in the first place. 
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 » Do not stop at detection – understand context: Security 
products’ frequent detections and alerts do not necessarily 
mean you are seeing the big picture and attackers’ ultimate 
goals. For example, if an alert flags the discovery of a software 
tool associated with creating malicious backdoors, understand 
“why” and “where” the program was discovered: Was it simply 
blocked as a prohibited type of arriving e-mail attachment? 
Or did the program turn up on a device that is not Internet-
facing or on infrastructure like a server, instead of a laptop? 
These important details are the difference in urgent steps for 
response and escalation.

 » Suspicious use of account credentials: Using stolen, but valid 
login credentials for e-mail, messaging and other applications 
is a popular intrusion method because legitimate users’ 
activity is less likely to draw suspicion and valid credentials 
based on employee usernames, passwords and contact 
details can be easily purchased in the cybercrime underground 
or captured with phishing techniques and social-engineering 
tricks. For example, Pondurance noted for Dark Reading that 
topical themes like federal stimulus applications are popular 
with phishers looking for urgent-sounding themes useful for 
convincing people to click on malicious links and attachments 
masquerading as government sites and loan forms.  
 
Armed with stolen accounts, ransomware actors can have 
quiet unfettered access to enormous swaths of network and 
business systems, particularly if the accounts are those of 
senior or other privileged users. For this reason it is crucial 
to monitor real-time account behavior to look for activities 
inconsistent with norms, roles and working hours. Pondurance 
works with customers to manage identity risks on an ongoing 
basis.
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Have a security advisor and advocate – before, during and between crises
Navigating cyber insurance’s higher stakes is a daunting proposition for 
even the largest Fortune 500 organizations. Buyers seeking new or updated 
insurance policies need an objective, outside set of eyes to help scope 
and tailor coverage, while providing ongoing risk management advice. 
Pondurance performs this role across a host of industry sectors, bringing 
years of insight from monitoring customer networks, responding to incidents, 
tracking evolving threats and distilling data necessary for more risk-based 
decision-making.

When finalizing cyber insurance policies, policyholders benefit from “writing-
in” (specifying) Pondurance as their designated, go-to response firm for 
incidents. Specifying your own response firm, particularly one already familiar 
with your operations and insurance situation, is a pivotal step underpinning 
the total value of a policy.

A policyholder not establishing their designated firm will have to work with 
one of their insurance carrier’s default, incident response partners who focus 
on meeting the carrier‘s interests, first and foremost. This means trying to 
minimize insurance liability. To use a property insurance analogy, this is 
comparable to insurance inspectors arriving in a neighborhood battered by 
tornadoes, verifying that - yes, your home’s roof was destroyed and there is 
now a fallen tree in your living room. The inspector photographs the damage, 
verifies the property is your address, makes you sign forms limiting further 
claims and cuts you a check for an amount deemed acceptable in the carrier’s 
eyes.
   In cyber insurance matters, Pondurance works as the policyholder’s advocate 
and ally, using knowledge of our customers’ security architecture and wider 
industries to conclusively determine what happened, from the root cause of 
an incident through downstream consequences. In incident response work, 
Pondurance helps customers execute crisis plans and facilitates crucial 
time-sensitive processes, from helping preserve evidence and IT operations, 
to supporting insurance claims and independently verifying when affected 
systems are fully restored. Going back to our tornado analogy, this goes 
beyond measuring holes and taking pictures of debris. Pondurance helps 
clients with the IT equivalents of getting utility services restored, inventorying 
possessions in a new, secure space and assessing how recovery construction 
can improve ruggedness and resiliency in the end.

Specifying your own response firm, particularly 
one already familiar with your operations and 
insurance situation, is a pivotal step underpinning 
the total value of a policy. 
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At Pondurance, we know you can’t “stop everything” – not when there are more threats  than 
ever, and attack methods grow increasingly cunning. You can, however, continuously improve 
risk mitigation and protect yourself by obtaining the right cyber insurance plan for your 
organization, along with the right security firm to apply the latest, most proven MDR policies 
and practices. This is what we do every day, as our DFIR teams ensure the best containment 
outcomes no matter how foreboding the circumstances may seem. We do  the same for the 
customers of cyber insurers. If you’d like to discuss about what we can do for you, then please 
contact us.

Contact us

500 N. Meridian St., Suite 500 | Indianapolis, IN 46204 | 888.385.1720 | pondurance.com
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Cyber insurance is among the most important technology, legal, risk and reputational 
decisions a cross-functional team of senior leaders can make. Above all, leaders need 
advocates and partners making sure they have proper coverage in place and readiness to 
respond at the first signs of trouble. Pondurance is that advocate and strategist for a wider 
set of customers.
   
Whether you plan to acquire cyber insurance in the coming months, are looking for advice 
on competing policies or are due for renewing coverage, contact Pondurance to arrange a 
conversation about your objectives. Our team stands ready with the experience, data and 
skills necessary to maximize cyber insurance’s advantages for peace of mind and the bottom 
line.
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